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Abstract 
This essay takes a historical perspective and tries to illustrate the role of new media in current Chinese society. In doing so, the 
agents and their relationships to the media employed are identified and discussed in respect to the social spaces and structures. 
There was no public space in Chinese dynasties. The common people and official were regarded as “sheep” and governed by the 
emperor and his official, the “shepherd”. The Confucian scholars not only were very part of the officialdom but also articulated 
the necessary ideologies for the emperor and his state by means of the media technologies locally invented. This particular 
structure did not disappear completely after the disappearance of the last dynasty although newspapers and broadcasting media 
were introduced to the Chinese. But the recent economic reform has opened the door to not only transnational corporations but 
also new media communications. This time, the “sheep” becomes the user of the new media as agent. It seriously challenges the 
established ideologies and social structures by creating virtual public spaces and personalizing the real private spaces for the fist 
time in history. 
 
This essay explores the role of new media played in the changes of social space during the recent modernization process in 
China. The social space refers to public, private, and personal spaces. Such spaces were emerged and established in different 
stages of historical processes. The spaces are significant because they encourage structuration in particular directions by setting 
up clear boundaries for social interactions. However, such boundaries could be challenged by agents who want to substantial 
changes when new media become available. That is, each medium has its own bias as far as communication is concerned (Innis, 
1991). While one group (class) might benefit from a medium’s diffusion and implementation, the other could suffer from the 
practice. Historically speaking, it has been well documented that major social changes often involve redefining social spaces with 
the assistance of media in the West (see Elias, 1994; Febvew and Martin, 1976). While the dynasty oriented Chinese history 
suggests that its social process is not closely related to media such as printing technologyÿs adoption and post-adoption, iits 
current market oriented economy, participation in globalization and eagerness for modernization re-pose the questions on the 
relationship between social changes and new media in respect to the spaces. Are there great changes with the assistance of the 
new media in social structure and space? If so, who are the agents for the changes? This essay tries to clarify and answer the 
questions by focusing on agents, structures, and spaces. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
1. Media and Agents: The Question of the Role of Printing Technology in China 
Media technologies are about physical spaces. When those technologies are employed to define or redefine social 
spaces, new social structures are often emerged. For instance, McLuhan argues media as the extension of human 
beings and predicts the coming of “global village” (See McLuhan, 1964). Innis (1950) explains the relationship 
between media and empires in historical process. Their works show the powerful impacts of media on the space and 
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the consequences of space change in western societies. However, such relationships are difficult to demonstrate in 
Chinese context. Indeed, a classical question has been why the diffusion of printing technology is not associated 
with major social changes in historical China. 
Social changes are made by agents. Their agencies could be nourished and strengthened or restrained and 
weakened by cultural factors such as religious beliefs (See Weber, 1958). The social process manifests as what 
Giddens (1984) termed “structuration”. It is difficult to identify the direction of causal linkage between the agent 
and structure because their interactions are process. However, it is safe to say that there would be no substantial 
changes if the agent is missing regardless of the media emerged. That is, the power of a medium will not be released 
if there are no appropriate users. This was exactly what had happened in regard to the invention of printing 
technology in Chinese history. 
China finished its “civilizing” process roughly in 246 BC when the First Emperor united the Mainland and ended 
the feudal system (See Feng, 2006). One of the major outcomes of the Chinese version of “civilizing process” is the 
establishment of Emperor’s absolute power over his or her people (Yan, 2004). The people consist of common 
people and officials under an emperor. While scholars, peasants, artisans, and merchants are all indispensable in the 
federal societies, the landowners and scholars become the mainstream of society in the dynasties (See Lu, 1996).ii 
All the others are greatly marginalized and disciplined. The scholars are mainly from the households or families of 
landowners (Wu, 2004). The Emperor’s officialdom mainly consists of the scholars although the degree varies in 
different dynasties. The Emperor is not only the biggest landowner but also the ultimate representative of the all the 
landowners in his state. Uprisings do occur from time to time when the land distribution becomes polarized. But 
Confucians would make sure the system remain the same by upholding their doctrines in the society. That is, 
although one dynasty might be replaced by another, the scholars were always there and ready to serve the new one 
and make sure that nothing fundamental is changed for their own economic and political interests. Their intellectual 
imaginations were dimmed over the long history (See Lu, et al. 2003). Accordingly, the school of Confucius was 
gradually transformed into a religion. 
The Confucians are able to do that because they have the exclusive rights to articulate, elaborate, interpret and 
construct the Confucianism. They are always seeking to be part of the ruling class under the Emperor or any 
“Leviathan”, and they have been part of the ruling class by and large for the past 2000 years or so. That is, 
Confucians were more concerned with sustaining the system than anything else for they were part of the system 
regardless of the changes of the dynasties. The major structural properties proposed and endorsed by the Confucians 
for the system are the three bonds. The three bonds mean that the ruler, the father, and the husband are to be the 
standards of the ruled, the son, and the wife. Although there were factors that would check the ruler originally (Chan 
1973), those factors were gradually faded away in the process. The three bonds eventually become the three cardinal 
guides in practice. 
Under the three bonds, one’s highest aspiration is directed to “Cultivating oneself, bringing one’s own household 
(family) in order, managing the state as an official, and make the country a stable place as a whole.” In practice, the 
lofty goal were gradually materialized as “studying hard in order to be an official, collecting as much money as 
possible when being an official, buying land and large house with many servants, marrying a beautiful woman, and 
building a family that would glorify the ancestor (Niu, 1994). Moreover, there are no nobles in the dynasty oriented 
society. Virtually every man could compete for a government position as long as he has the basic necessities to 
support his study and pass the necessary examinations. Of course, the examinations are controlled by the State and 
have nothing to do with either the truth or knowledge. It is all about how to serve the court and maintain the 
established order. In other words, the three bonds are the foundation for any scholarly learning. 
The Chinese invented its paper in 105 AC and letter press technology between 1041-1048 AC during the East 
Han dynasty and North Song dynasty respectively (Liu, 1991). But those technologies are associated with 
strengthening the power of the Emperor and promoting the status of scholar oriented officialdom rather than 
anything else. Indeed, the technologies are conveniently employed to uniform both the form and content of locating 
and selecting officials for and by the ruling class. That is, what has been gradually emerged and eventually 
established is the imperial examination system. Both the textbooks for preparing the examination and proceedings of 
the examination have to be authorized by the sovereign himself. As mentioned above, this has nothing to do with 
either knowledge or truth. 
What I am trying to demonstrate above is that the agents (landlords, self-employed peasants, and scholars) 
emerged during the past Chinese dynasties jointly established the social structure that smothered or restricted any 
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other imaginations other than the three bonds. The invention of the communication seemed further enhanced the 
structure for the scholars or Confucians were very part of the self-serving ruling class under the emperors in 
different dynasties. There were no agents who had the ideological or material resources to initiate fundamental 
social changes regardless of the new media emerged and diffused then. The vast majority of the Chinese people had 
been simply regarded as a crowd of sheep for the past 2000 years and plus. The ruling class was the shepherds. 
Armed with the discourse monopoly and authorized state power, the Confucians had worked very hard to maintain 
the “Shepherd and Sheep” relation and make it ideologically legitimate. This very ideology was so successfully 
diffused and unquestioned among the Chinese until the west invaded China some more than 100 years ago. 
Although the “Shepherd and Sheep” relation and three bonds are very much ignored when the roles of mobile 
phones and Internet are discussed by the Chinese academic community, I personally believe that they still have great 
implications in today’s Chinese social structuration or social change. In order to discuss their implications, we first 
need to discuss how the separation and three bonds are related to the social spaces. 
2. Media and Spaces: The Question of Role of Mass Media in China 
Media are about time and spaces. When a particular medium is diffused and employed, it often means space 
changes. Such changes are significant because they have significant political, social, cultural, and economic 
implications. However, it may be interesting to note that the space problem is rarely discussed in the Chinese 
academic community. Some students trained in the West do take on the problem sometimes and publish their 
research findings. But it is ignored by and large by the mainstream. There are several reasons for this. 
The concepts of public and private spheres or spaces are very Western ones. They are important to the West 
because they are the products of Western civilizing process. They are not only a way of life but also closely related 
to other big concepts such as passions, interests, rational thinking, mode of production, privacy, freedom, liberty, 
democracy and so on. I use the space concepts elaborated by Bernhard Schneider in general. Schneider (2000) 
defines the spaces as “whereas private space ‘always belongs to someone‘, be it a person or a group, a company or 
an individual administration, public space is common to all.... The basic feature of public space is its inclusive 
character as opposed to the exclusive character of private space.” The concepts of public and private spaces mainly 
refer to political and social spheres in this essay. However, the Chinese tradition has no such analytical “resources”. 
According some major Western observers, China was in a mode of Asiatic Production and adored the ancestor cult 
in social life. Moreover, all sciences were organized as magical and supernatural practices and rituals (cf. Zeitlin, 
1990). Those macro observations are enlightening. But they are not illuminating enough in terms of social 
structuration in respect to spaces and media communication. 
The fact is that all the spaces are already well defined by the Confucian doctrines discussed above. The 
boundaries are sharp and clear. The salient feature of the spaces defined, in my view, are basically private spaces. In 
other words, there is no public space. That is, the three bonds are all about private spaces. A very ancient Chinese 
poem states: ĀEveryone is the Kingÿs subject over all this land, all the land belongs to the King in all over the 
world ˷the states of China˹.ā This poem is well known to the Chinese. What the poem described might not be 
exactly true for a poem is just a poem. Moreover, it was written in the feudal society in China. However, it was 
particularly true during the period of absolute monarchy which was based upon a patriarchal clan system. The 
system lasted for more than 2000 and only ended about 100 years ago. Even today, no Chinese is able to claim that 
he or she owns a piece of private land. 
Even when the whole state and people become Emperor and his family’s private property only in a theoretical 
sense, it becomes unimaginable for the absolute monarchy to let the others to talk about concepts such as public and 
private spaces, privacy, freedom, and so on. For instance, any attempt to construct public spaces would be naturally 
regarded as invasion of his own private spaces. The Emperor’s arms were able to keep long and far reaching partly 
because of the social structures and institutions well articulated and constructed by Confucians. In return, the 
Confucians were allowed to enter the Emperor’s officialdom and act as Shepherds. Thus, we understand that, just as 
the relationship between the father and son or husband and wife, the relationship between the Emperor and his 
subjects is private and hierarchical in essence. According Wu Han and Fei Xiaotong (1988), their relationship 
gradually became a master-lackey relationship during the period of more than 2000 years absolute monarchy. 
The Confucians’ space was bigger than other classes for they were able to serve the Emperor. They could play 
their role as Shepherds either in the court or local government. Moreover, they were the masters in their own 
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families. To them, the family space is both personal and private for they could behave like an emperor in their own 
families. The landlords had their private or personal spaces too in their own families. The space might be enlarged if 
a family could contribute an official to the officialdom. 
All the others were a crowd of “sheep”. They were not allowed to discuss either public or state affaires. What the 
“sheep” could demonstrate was servility. Thus, the public space has been never developed as it did in West. Hence, 
it becomes understandable that the concepts of citizenship, civic engagement, privacy, freedom, and civil society 
were entirely new to the Chinese until the earlier 20 century. When the printing technology was invented, it was 
used to make the imperial examination an even more sophisticated political system so that the Confucian scholars 
could be fairly selected as officials. At the same time, their political thinking was further standardized and 
disciplined by the ruling class so that the Emperor’s space was further stretched (Cf. Wu, 2004). After all, how the 
printing technology would be related to a crowd of “sheep” if there were no agents. 
Although various and serious efforts have been made in order to change the traditional structures and institutions 
since the May-Fourth movement in 1919 in China (Yang, 2002), they have not been completely disappeared. When 
the modern mass media such as newspaper and broadcasting were introduced to the Chinese, they soon became 
contested for political and economic interests. Some big Western ideas such as science, freedom and democracy did 
become well known to the Chinese because of the mass media. However, those concepts and theories gradually 
become fashionable slogans. The Chinese intellectuals still more enjoyed interacting or flirting with the political and 
business establishments than seeking knowledge and truth as academia. Although there have been arguments and 
conflicts between the political and economic establishments and scholars or intellectuals from time to time, there is 
one thing they seem to share in common. That is, their main focus is on changing the political system or various 
institutions. The cultural heritages left by the absolute monarchy and Confucian doctrines were either ignored or 
used as an instrument for political struggles. This was largely the case until China’s economic reform in later 1970s. 
While the economic reform not only opens the door to the market approach but also allows certain degree of 
personal freedom in general, the crowd of “sheep” is transformed into masses or audience to some degree because of 
the diffusion and implementation of television in the 1980s. Market approach and freedom means choices and 
decisions particularly in the context globalization. However, this does not mean that the Chinese audiences are 
public oriented agents although we could not simply label them as “lonely crowed” either. Indeed, now they have 
more freedom in terms of opening their own business, getting devoices, finding jobs in different cities, traveling, 
going abroad, and so on. Although it is difficult to indicate the significance of those activities. But, it is clear that 
they occur in either private or personal spaces. Indeed, audiences live in either private or personal space. 
What I meant that audiences are not public oriented agents may be also illustrated by their choice of TV shows. 
Here, their freedom is reflected on choosing their favorite shows by means of the remote control. For the past 10 
years or so, the Chinese TV audiences had made their unmistakable contribution to the high ratings of TV series that 
often feature the lives of past absolute monarchy and glorify the three bonds oriented social relations. Why they 
enjoy those shows? Do they find comforts from the shows in this complicated world? Are they still a crowd of 
“sheep” and not used to make decisions? Why have the political establishment and intellectuals kept silence on 
those shows? Do they find their role models from the shows? Do they still enjoy the role of “guiding the sheep”? 
Those shows also aggressively promote consumer culture by means of the advertisements inserted. Why are 
Confucian doctrines able to go hand in hand with consumer culture? What do they share in common? While there is 
not research to answer those questions yet, it is clear that there is no public space or civil sphere in those shows that 
promote three bonds oriented social relations and consumer culture. However, the diffusion of the Internet and 
mobile phones seem undermining all that. 
3. Agents, Space, and the New Media 
While the Emperors and Confucian scholars successfully turned the people into a crowned “sheep” based upon 
the three bonds during the dynasties, the business sector gave them a choice to be consumers in contemporary 
China. The “sheep” and consumer are either servile or passive in nature. Neither of them is an agent for change. The 
new media turn this around from several angles. 
First, it should be noted that the new media are “grassroots” in nature. Scholars and elites who are marginalized 
by the mainstream as well as millions relatively young men and women who have no sufficient resources to either 
voice their opinions on mass media or in other channels or entertain themselves or solicit information in the real 
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world have found the necessary platform from the new media. According to CNNIC’s report in earlier 2007, about 
57 percent of the Chinese Internet users receive a monthly salary about 100 Euro or less; more than 48 percent of the 
Chinese users only have high school or lower education; more than 52 percent of them are less than 25 years old; 
more than 42 percent of the users are married. The new media provide them with as much space as they like 
although they are virtual spaces. For just about 10 years, the new media have empowered the “grassroots” or 
facilitated them to do the things they were never allowed to do before. 
Second, millions of the Chinese users employ the Internet for BBS purpose. According to the survey mentioned 
above, almost 40 percent of the Chinese users uses in the BBS forums. One can define the BBS technically or in any 
way he or she wants. The fact is that the Chinese Internet users have created significant forums and discuss almost 
whatever topics they enjoy on the BBS. Topics include “corruption”, “government policy”, “law and order”, “sex”, 
“military action”, “foreign affairs”, “social relations”, and so on. It does not matter if you are on the right or left 
side. Various forums on BBS will provide you the channels with your choice. However, it matters if you are a elite 
and expose your real world status on these forums. In fact, lecturing others often causes embarrassment on those 
forums. The Chinese users appreciate the equality provided by the Internet. 
The discussion on those forums is by no means rational in terms of the Western concept of public sphere. In fact, 
emotions are often involved (See Yang, 2004a). This is understandable for the users have never really had the 
opportunity to discuss public matters in public.iii The point is that the users are learning and expressing as agents. 
Their voices on the virtual forums do produce concrete and constructive consequences such as altering government 
policies and appealing for civil behaviors in real world occasionally. This is particularly true when their BBS 
communication is conjoined with the mass media communication (See Li, 2007). 
Third, in private spaces such as family, something significant is also happening. The three bonds discussed above 
are embedded in private spaces. If the private space is changed or transformed, we have reasons to assume that the 
established social structure will be seriously challenged. The Internet users seem doing just that. BBS is only part of 
the platforms the Chinese users enjoy to participate in. Many of them have also discovered that the Chatrooms and 
Instant Communications Services of the Internet are wonderful places to meet new friends and develop intimate 
relationships. Such relationships often mean extramarital affairs. Again, we cite the data from CNNIC, near 21 
percent of the users uses the chat-rooms while about 35 percent of them uses the Internet instant communication 
tools such as MSN for social interactions. Due to the modernization and globalization process, the Chinese are 
experiencing alienation at workplace and trust problem in social interactions (Cf. Yang, 2004b). When they realize 
that they are no longer able to take the elites, authorities, and people who have economic resources as their 
“Shepherds” or role models, they reach out and find their own social lives. 
The relationships they developed on the chat rooms of the Internet are often materialized in the real world with 
the assistance of mobile phone communications for the mobile phone is able to create personal space even in the 
presence of spouse (Yang, Gai, and Li, 2007). A family has the danger to become an empty name when the private 
space enjoyed by the couple is personalized. A stable family with low social mobility is the cornerstone of 
traditional Chinese state. In fact, the Chinese word, country, consists of state and family, not nation and state. The 
family is the primary site for socializing its young members into desired subjects or “sheep” for the state in the 
dynasties. The implication is that when the traditional Chinese family is undermined because of the enlargement of 
personal space at home, the three bonds doctrine might loss its vitality from the very bottom. 
Concluding Remarks 
This essay has tried to reveal the structuration process in respect to the roles of media played in Chinese society 
historically. As discussed, the main agents have been the Emperors, Confucians, and landlords while the others were 
socialized into a crowd of sheep in various Chinese dynasties. The coming of the printing technology and books 
only enhanced the status quo for the Emperors and Confucian scholars were able to control the content of the media. 
Hence, the “shepherd” was remained as “shepherd” while “sheep was the “sheep” regardless of the availability of 
the printing technology. This situation did not change overnight when the last Chinese dynasty was overthrown and 
modern mass media were introduced to the Chinese who were literate about a hundred years ago. While newspapers 
and broadcasting media have played their role during the process in terms of introducing big concepts such as 
freedom and democracy to the Chinese in various stages, those ideologies are unable to either fundamentally 
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challenge the doctrine of three bonds or substantially alter the space established during the dynasties in a mass 
media environment. 
But the Chinese economic reform has opened the door to not only transnational corporations but also new media 
communications. It has been demonstrated that it is very hard for anyone or group to merely employ the new media 
as a self-serving instrument. Under the new media environment, the “sheep” is not excluded, and they become the 
agents for creating virtual public spaces and personalizing the real private spaces. The established social structure 
and institutions are under serious challenge for the fist time. It is difficult to predict what the Chinese society will be 
in the future. But it is reasonable to ask what it will be if the new media based Chinese “sheep” is able to 
successfully develop its public space and transform the private space into its personal space. Is that will be the 
“networked individualism” as well discussed and elaborated by some Western sociologists? If so, what does it 
mean? In the West, this much has been known: 
 
Community was the basic social fabric during the industrialization; Social network became the basic social structure during 
the post-industrial society; personal community gradually formed during the process of globalization. 
 
In China, we have known: 
 
Ancestor based clan and kinship oriented networks were the social foundation for the dynasties while family was the 
cornerstone of the clan; Nuclear family has gradually become the basic survival unit in cities after China started its modernization 
process; The strength of husband-wife relationship is under reevaluation with the assistance of the new media. 
 
The point is, as in the West, the Chinese users of new media are forming their personal communities. In other 
words, the agent becomes a person, not family or group. This gives us some reason to believe that new social 
structure and some kind of public space might be emerged one way or another for human beings are inherently 
social. The communication might be civil or rude, civic or cultural in virtual public spaces. But whatever their new 
media communication behaviors are, they have to be communicative and dialogic. Communicative action and 
dialogue have nothing to do with servility. In fact, it undermines the “shepherd and sheep” mentality. This may be 
one of the most significant consequences of diffusion and implementation of new media in China. 
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i By “dynasty”, here I mean the absolute monarchy based upon a patriarchal clan system (see Feng, 2006). 
ii Here, the scholars mainly refer to Confucian scholars. 
iii  Even the hundreds thousands of Chinese nonprofit organizations emerged during the period of economic reform have been passive 
particularly in the area of advocacy in real world (Wexler, Xu, and Young, 2006). 
